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Abstract
We present an image guided radiation therapy (IGRT) system for tracking tumors in realtime based on continuous
structured light imaging. While an accurate positioning of the radiation isocenter to pre-imaged cancer cells is
critical to minimize the risk of damaging healthy tissues, patients undergo involuntary motions such as breathing or
unpredictable gestures during treatment. Moreover, multiple sessions are typically necessary and repositioning the
patient accurately can be difficult. Our approach consists of determining the tumor position by densely tracking the
deformation of a stream of 3D scans using a realtime variant of a state-of-the-art non-rigid registration algorithm
and an FEM simulation on the interior body. We use interactive reprojection for visual guidance to adjust the
posture of the patient and couch position, depending on the tumor location. Compared to existing techniques,
our method uniquely estimates tumor deviations under body deformations. Our pipeline has been successfully
commercialized as part of the C-RAD AB CatalystTM product line and is already deployed in a number of hospitals.

1. Introduction

Since the advent of fractioned radiation therapy, image guided
diagnostics have commonly been used to ensure the accu-
rate placement of cancer patients for effective and safe treat-
ment. Over the course of multiple sessions, the position of
cancer cells typically move from its initial location due to
the changes in pose and anatomy (e.g., weight loss). Image
guided radiation therapy (IGRT) consists of an imaging pro-
cess that updates the 3D position of cancerous tumors before
each treatment. Another important use of IGRT is to minimize
the exposure of healthy tissues to radiation while the patient
is breathing by using a 4DCT imaging procedure and turning
the beams on and off at the right respiratory cycle. While
being reasonably accurate, computer tomography (CT)-based
IGRT can by itself increase the risk of a secondary cancer
and long term malignancy as the level of radiation can add
up significantly when used too often.

To reduce the use of X-ray imaging, optical tracking sys-
tems are commonly employed to estimate tumor positions
after an initial volumetric capture and to safely ensure proper
alignment and monitoring the patient during treatment. Accu-
rate and interactive 3D localization of the tumor is particularly
challenging since the body of the patient is under constant
deformation (e.g., breathing, involuntary gestures). Existing
systems typically assume static or minimal deformations of
the subject and determine the radiation isocenter based on
global rigid surface alignment. Although marker-based mo-
tion capture techniques have been investigated [VKK∗03],
the setup times for each patient would be excessive for practi-
cal deployment.

We introduce a depth sensor-based tracking system for
real-time and sub-millimeter accurate positioning of inter-
nal targets relative to the linear accelerator (linac) isocenter.
Recent advances in 3D scanning technology and geometric
capture of realistic human performances have allowed us to
successfully adopt a state-of-the-art non-rigid registration al-
gorithm [LAGP09] coupled with an efficient volumetric FEM
simulation [MG04] to track tumors at interactive rates while
the body can exhibit significant and arbitrary deformations.
An integral part of the system is an interactive reprojection
of visual guidance patterns directly onto the patient’s body to
adjust for misaligned postures during patient setup. Clinical
studies have shown that our approach greatly improves the
accuracy and safety of radiation while saving time for correct
patient setup and pose adjustment.

Contribution.

• Comprehensive depth sensor-based tumor tracking frame-
work that effectively combines non-rigid surface tracking,
physical simulation, and interactive visual guidance for
accurate radiation therapy.

• Real-time variant of a state-of-the-art non-rigid registration
algorithm [LAGP09] for deformable surface tracking.

Background. While imaging based on either cone beam
CT (CBCT) or electronic portal imaging device (EPID) is
indispensable for patient alignment during IGRT, they are
potentially dangerous due to extra level of radiation and the
residual uncertainties caused by the slow and blurry volumet-
ric imaging procedure [GRT∗08]. Hence a wide range of
3D acquisition based tracking systems have been proposed
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Figure 1: Our pipeline begins with a real-time structured light-based surface capture. The tumor position is then tracked using a
non-rigid registration and FEM simulation framework. Finally, visual guidance is projected onto the patient for accurate posture
correction and couch positioning. Notice that the reference surface can either be the initial frame or a full CT capture.

to provide a relative positioning between the reference CT
structure set (mesh segmented from CT imaging) and the
live surface acquisition. Existing patient positioning systems
such as the laser-based Sentinel (C-RAD AB), the structured
light imaging-based AlignRT [Vis09], or methods based on
time-of-flight (TOF) [PSS∗12] rely on static surface align-
ment techniques such as the iterative closest point algorithm
(ICP) [RL01], even though these systems are free of fiducial
markers and can acquire a reasonable amount of geometric
details. Deformations such as inter-fraction posture variations,
respiratory motion, and uncontrolled gestures can cause rigid
surface alignment techniques to produce estimate tumor posi-
tioins inaccurately and negatively impact dose delivery.

More recently, a wide range of non-rigid alignment al-
gorithms have been proposed, mostly motivated by the in-
creasing use of real-time 3D scanning in computer graphics.
An overview can be found in [CLM∗10]. We adopted the
deformable alignment method introduced in [LAGP09] due
to its robustness to handle continuous surfaces that are poor
in geometric features and scans that may be largely incom-
plete due to occlusions. The method has been successfully
deployed in the visual effects industry for markerless facial
performance capture and also used for high precision anal-
ysis of cardiac surface mechanics based on structured light
imaging [LZL∗12]. Since the method is formulated as a non-
linear optimization problem, the original technique could take
several seconds to align a pair of scans. Through a simple
axis-angle rotation-based deformation representation and an
extensive use of multi-threading, we were able to achieve
near interactive rates without sacrificing accuracy.

Since the real location of a tumor is described by the
anatomy and complex internal organs of the patient, esti-
mating its position in real-time from captured surface de-
formations can only be achieved through a simplified physi-
cal simulation. The typical assumption in interactive virtual
surgeries is that soft body tissues behave in a plasto-elastic
way. While a wide range of FEM-based physical simulation
and model reduction techniques exist [ESHD05, SSB12], we
adopted a variant of the widely spread unconditionally stable
method of [MG04].

2. System Overview

Our system consists of a light weight rig that combines a
depth sensor and a projector, which can be easily attached to

the ceiling of any radiation therapy suite. The depth sensor
uses near UV light patterns so that the synchronized repro-
jected visual guidance does not interfere with the capture
process. Our framework then calculates the posture and setup
error based on the tumor’s position in the current frame rela-
tive to the reference. Figure 1 illustrates the pipeline.

Capture. Our reference geometry is either a skin geometry
segmented from a CT image (ca. 30K vertices) or a surface
scan (ca. 10K vertices). When the reference comes from CT,
we apply isotropic remeshing [BK04] to improve the mesh
quality for numerical stability during tracking. In case no
skin geometry is available, the patient is positioned with
information provided by a second IGRT system. When the
patient is properly positioned, a surface scan is captured for
future reference.The next step consists of aligning the surface
of the reference 3D mesh to a stream of 3D scans using
non-rigid registration.

Tracking. To ensure robust and drift-free surface track-
ing, we use an elastic as-rigid-as-possible deformation
model [SSP07] to describe the transformation between the ref-
erence mesh and the captured surfaces. The reference mesh
defines the rest state of the elasticity. A volumetric FEM
simulator then uses the vertices of the tracked surface as con-
straints to determine the position of the isocenter in the new
frame.

Feedback. The relative position between the reference tumor
isocenter and the current one is used to monitor whether or
not the tumor is moving out of place (e.g., due to gestures
such as a tilting head or a moving arm). Since our surface
tracking gives us a dense one-to-one correspondence between
the reference mesh and the current range capture, we can
precisely determine the optimal pose of the patient to match
the tumor to the linac radiation beam. We project colored
alignment patterns onto the patient’s skin as a visual guidance
to the clinician.

3. Deformable Surface Tracking
For every incoming input scan, we need to deform the ref-
erence mesh to the current frame in order to establish full
correspondences of the recording. These correspondences are
used as constraints for the body interior simulation to locate
the tumor position and for the interactive visual guidance to
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Figure 2: Graph-based non rigid ICP for surface tracking.

correct misaligned postures. The patient can exhibit arbitrary
deformations and because of occlusions, clothing, and de-
vices on the subject the input scans can be largely incomplete
during the treatment as opposed to the reference frame which
is obtained by the volumetric imaging.

After a careful evaluation of existing techniques, we
adopted the graph-based non-rigid ICP algorithm introduced
in [LAGP09] due to its accuracy and robustness to outliers
and incomplete data (c.f., Figure 2). The deformable ICP
framework iterates between the closest point computation and
a non-linear deformation optimization that maximizes local
rigidity using a Gauss-Newton Solver and Sparse Cholesky
Decomposition. Multiple iterations (up to 100) of a sparse
linear solve are required for each deformation computation
to ensure convergence, which is the largest bottleneck. As
opposed to the original formulation, instead of reinitializing
the optimization between consecutive input frames with de-
creasing stiffness parameters, we use the initial frame as a
rest pose configuration and the registration is computed for
incoming frames without changing the regularization energy
weights to avoid drifts.

Speed up. To achieve interactive performance, we first mod-
ify the graph-based deformation model to implicitly describe
local rigid motions in each node using an axis-angle rotation
representation instead of a more general local affine trans-
formation. Also, instead of adapting the graph node density
to the deformation, we only compute it once with a uniform
sub-sampling and use the same graph throughout the track-
ing. Our axis-angle rotation-based representation reduces the
normal equation dimension in each Gauss-Newton iteration
from 12 n to 6 n where n is the number graph nodes. Addi-
tionally, the regularization term Erigid = (a>1 a2)

2+(a>1 a3)
2+

(a>2 a3)
2 +(1−a>1 a1)

2+(1−a>2 a2)
2 +(1−a>3 a3)

2 can be
discarded since the axis-angle rotation matrix is orthonor-
mal. We simply use Rodrigues’ rotation formula to derive the
axis-angle rotation. More details on the other energy terms
can be found in [LAGP09]. The remaining performance im-
provements are obtained by exploiting the block structures of
the sparse linear system where the normal equations can be
assembled in parallel. Depending on the type of deformation,
this implementation achieves in practice a speed up of factor
50 over the original version.

4. Body Interior Simulation
The 3D position of the tumor is continuously updated using a
volumetric FEM simulator that uses the tracked surface ver-
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Figure 3: FEM Simulation for isocenter positioning.

tices as displacement constraints. Our technique is based on
the efficient linear model from [MG04] which is frequently
used in virtual surgery. The interior body is first discretized
into tetrahedrons using the reference geometry (c.f., Figure 3).
In contrast to the original work, we apply displacements as
boundary conditions rather than forces. To ensure robustness
during the solve, we discard dynamic properties and treat
the simulation as a static problem. Vertices of tetrahedrons
that enclose the captured surface are added as constraints
weighted through linear blend skinning. We then compute
the deformation using a conjugate gradient solver with a suc-
cessive symmetric-over relaxation (SSOR) pre-conditioner
which reduces the number of iterations by a factor of five.
The tumor isocenter is then obtained using barycentric coor-
dinates. Since the method is linear, it can potentially yield
undesirable stretches and not preserve volume properly. How-
ever, we found that our simulation were sufficiently accurate
since the captured deformations and rotations are small.

5. Interactive Visual Guidance

Our unique interactive visual guidance system takes the infor-
mation from the non-rigid surface tracking and FEM simula-
tion to instruct the clinician on how to adjust for misaligned
postures during patient setup. While existing tracking sys-
tems rely on immobilization devices and global positioning,
our framework projects a pattern on the patient’s skin and
accurately highlights incorrect body postures and correction
cues using colored patterns. While the body pose is being
adjusted, our system also projects the exact displacement
coordinates to position the couch.

6. Results

Performance. Our pipeline performs at up to 10 fps (Intel
Xeon 6-Core at 3.2GHz). While 10 iterations of non-rigid ICP
and 20 iterations of FEM solves are used, most computation
is spent in the non-rigid registration. The system can also
increase the number of iterations to handle potentially larger
deformations. The interactive visual guidance is updated at
5 fps. The evaluations are based on an earlier version of the
CatalystTM system and do not reflect the current product.

Clinical Studies. The pilot studies have been conducted at
several European radiation therapy centers including Her-
lev Hospital in Denmark, the University Medical Center in
Mannheim and the Skåne University Hospital (SUS) [K1̈2].
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Kügele [K1̈2] has compared our system to Varian’s on-
board imager (OBI) on 90 treatment fractions and ob-
served an average tumor position difference of [-2.55mm(lat),
1.69mm(long), 2.09mm(vert)] and average deviation of
3.7mm. In the same study, our system was compared to a
surface measurement system that comprises a room laser and
markers that are applied to the skin. An average difference of
[-0.05mm(lat), 0.93mm(long), -0.98mm(vert)] and average
deviation of 1.35mm was measured. The deviations are due
to the fact that setup variations on the surface do not entirely
correspond to those of the spine and sternum. The results
were encouraging as we could accurately predict internal
tumor positions from dynamically captured surfaces.

Studies conducted at the University Medical Center in
Mannheim [SWSL13] have shown very accurate non-rigid
tracking for 224 treatment fractions in 13 patients for
head/neck, thorax, and pelvis regions. The mean tracking
deviations between the CatalystTM and CBCT were all be-
low [0.07 cm(lat), 0.13 cm(long), 0.15cm(vert), 0.43◦(roll),
0.1◦ (pitch), 0.11◦ (yaw)]. These results demonstrate that our
system is effective in reducing the use of CBCT imaging in
patients where the tumor locations are correlated with the
surface deformation.
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Figure 4: Tumor tracking comparison between our surface-
based approach and CT imaging (MVCT or OBI).

With the assistance from clinics, we conducted a series
of quantitative evaluations for different body deformations.
We compared our tracked tumor positions to megavoltage CT
(MVCT) and Varian’s OBI. Figure 4 illustrates two common
scenarios where postures might change substantially between
different treatments:

• Head/Neck: any misalignment of the shoulder postures can
displace the tumors that are located in the head and neck
region.

• Breast: during the treatment of tumors located in the breast
area, patients typically have their arms above the head with
elbows pointing up. The reference pose can therefore be
significantly different.

7. Conclusion & Future Work

Clinical studies of our depth sensor-based tumor tracking
framework have generally shown an increase in accuracy and
patient safety during the treatment of tumors that are located
close to the skin such as breast and lung cancers. In particular,
the use of our surface-based non-rigid registration technique

was particularly effective in capturing very subtle skin defor-
mations and handling arm motions. In the future, we plan to
investigate more sophisticated methods for collision avoid-
ance, the ability to distinguish the skin from the clothing
using statistical human body shape priors [HSS∗09], and
bio-mechanics inspired models for more accurate physical
simulation of the body interior.
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